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Abstract— Collision checking in motion planning is expensive,
requiring lazy motion planning algorithms to explicitly reason
about when edges should be evaluated. These algorithms defer
collision-checking an edge until that edge is potentially along the
optimal path. However, they often do not consider correlations
between edge collision statuses. We present Edge-Collision
Conditional Variational Auto-encoder (EC-CVAE), a model for
learning these correlations purely from data without guidance
from additional features (e.g. distance in task or configuration
space). As more edges are evaluated, EC-CVAE more accurately
predicts the collision statuses of the remaining edges. We
show empirically that combining EC-CVAE with a lazy motion
planning algorithm can reduce the number of edge evaluations
needed to compute the optimal path.

I. I NTRODUCTION
To mitigate the bottleneck of collision checking, lazy motion planning algorithms defer collision evaluations between
two configurations until that edge is potentially along the
optimal path [3], [6], [7]. These planning algorithms maintain
two sets of edges: evaluated edges (either VALID or INVALID)
and unevaluated edges (optimistically assumed to be VALID).
When deciding between several unevaluated candidate edges,
edge-evaluation heuristics can focus collision checks on
edges that have high probability of collision and quickly
invalidate them.
Our key insight is that edge labels are highly correlated,
enabling few edge evaluations to provide information about
many edges. In addition, obstacles in real-world environments are rarely randomly placed: they often have some
recurring structure that can be learned and exploited.
We model the validity of each edge as a Bernoulli random
variable. Naı̈vely estimating the conditional distributions for
all possible subsets of evaluated edges requires a table that
is exponential in the number of edges in the graph. Instead,
we train a conditional variational auto-encoder (CVAE) [13]
to efficiently predict these edge collision probabilities, conditioned on the evaluated edge labels. This CVAE approach
combines two sources of data to inform these probability estimates: online observations of edges that have been evaluated
in the current planning environment and offline examples of
similar planning environments where all edges in the graph
have been evaluated. Using the CVAE predictions as an edgeevaluation heuristic enables a lazy motion planning algorithm
to quickly find the optimal path.
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Fig. 1: Progress of LazySP using the EC-CVAE selector (Section V-C).
Using EC-CVAE focuses expensive edge evaluations on edges that are likely
to be in collision (red), quickly allowing the lazy motion planning algorithm
to find the optimal path.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Deep generative models such as variational auto-encoders
(VAEs) [8] and generative adversarial networks (GANs) [5]
use the expressiveness of deep models to model complex
distributions of data. Deep conditional generative models
(e.g. conditional VAEs [13]) enable further control over the
sampled outputs by sampling from a different conditional
distribution depending on the values of the conditioned
variables. These approaches have been applied in tasks such
as synthesis of realistic images and speech.
Our problem of predicting edge collision probabilities
based on evaluated edge labels is similar to the problem of
image completion, where masked pixels of an image must
be recovered based on the remaining visible pixels. However,
many of these algorithms (e.g. [12], [13]) decide on a fixed
mask size to recover before training the network, making
them unsuitable for our problem setting where the number of
edges to predict varies. Other approaches based on modified
convolutions are capable of recovering irregular masks [9],
[14]. However, this cannot be directly applied to our problem;
since vertices and edges can be arbitrarily ordered, there may
be little correlation between a missing entry in the adjacency
matrix and its neighbors.
Several machine learning approaches have been proposed
to predict the validity of unevaluated edges. Esposito and
Wright [4] argue that the adjacency matrix for a roadmap
can be decomposed into the sum of a low-rank matrix and
a sparse error matrix, and propose a convex optimization
procedure to recover the unknown entries. This method
attempts to recover the edge validities for all edges between

